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For me, Kate Hamill's Sense & Sensibility was the most highly anticipated play of Town Hall 
Theatre's Generation's season. With the big-name recognition of Jane Austen behind it, it is 
interesting to note that Hamill says the play is “about 40% Austen and 60% Hamill.” Austen's story 
of the Dashwood sisters is faithfully told, with innovative twists of which the deliciously satirical 
Austen would surely approve. Hamill's version is at once thoroughly recognisable and thoroughly 
fresh. 

One example of Hamill's innovation is the Greek chorus of Gossips, who observe and comment 
upon the action both during and between scenes. As well as providing a rich comedic thread, this 
Gossips' chorus highlights the constant judgement and scrutiny women faced in society at the time. 
The actors who play the Gossips take on multiple roles in this production, including animals and 
furniture! The result is a sense of frenetic activity when the sisters are in society, in sharp contrast to 
their more solitary moments. Hamill's version of Regency society is a raucous, rollicking affair. 

The actors playing the male leads do double duty as active members of the Gossips' chorus. Despite 
this multitasking, each succeeds in seamlessly seguing from sardonic bystanders to empathetic 
portrayals of the Dashwood sisters' suitors. Alan Coyne's Edward Ferrars is all a-stutter and a-
dither, while Nathan Emley's Colonel Brandon emanates awkwardness and decency in equal 
measure. 

Much of the play's humour can be found in the wonderful portrayal of the minor characters. Sir 
John Middleton and his mother-in-law, Mrs. Jennings – played by Dennis Markam and Sarah Ruby 
as energetic, inappropriate, yet good-hearted busybodies – are a delight. Equally, the villainous 
characters are a pleasure to dislike, in particular the scheming Fanny Dashwood (Megan Briggs) 
and her ineffectual husband (another turn by Dennis Markam). 

The relationship between the Dashwood sisters, while highlighting their contrasting characters of 
sense and sensibility, is warm and loving. The audience gets a real sense of the bond between them 
and there are many light-hearted moments as well as deep heart-to-hearts. Director Susan E. Evans 
has made an intriguing production decision in alternating the roles of Elinor and Marianne between 
the two lead actors. On opening night, I saw Heather Buck as the sensible Elinor and Alisha Ehrlich 
as the sensitive Marianne. Both actors completely inhabited their roles, to the extent that I found 
myself wondering how they will manage to fill the other's shoes. I am lucky enough to be attending 
a Talk Back performance in a couple of weeks, where I will get the chance to see the actors switch 
roles. I look forward to seeing what fresh insights this change in perspective will provide.


